ICM 2012 Oral Presentation Guideline

The following are a few guidelines to assist your preparation of your presentation.

1. Presentation Time Allotted
The time allotted for each of the scientific presentations is **15 min (for contributed talks) or 30 min (for invited talks)**, including the Q&A period. Plan your presentation to fit the allocated time.

(* Plenary Talk: 1 hr/ Half-plenary Talk: 45 min)

2. Equipment
**ONLY LCD projectors will be provided.** Authors are expected to bring their presentation on their own laptop computers along with a backup copy on a USB drive in case of laptop failure. All oral talks will be presented in this manner - NO OTHER PRESENTATION FORMAT IS AVAILABLE.

3. Publication Room
The ‘**Publication Room (1F, Glass Room)**’ will be located on the first floor of Convention Hall. All manuscript reviews will be posted on the wall in this room. Publication committee members will be available for answer questions or help with any problems you may have.